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Spatially structured optical fields have been used to enhance the functionality of a wide variety of systems that use
light for sensing or information transfer. As higher-dimensional modes become a solution of choice in optical
systems, it is important to develop channel models that suitably predict the effect of atmospheric turbulence on
these modes. We investigate the propagation of a set of orthogonal spatial modes across a free-space channel
between two buildings separated by 1.6 km. Given the circular geometry of a common optical lens, the orthogonal
mode setwe choose to implement is that describedby the Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) field equations. Our study focuses
on the preservation of phase purity, which is vital for spatial multiplexing and any system requiring full quantum-
state tomography.Wepresent experimental data for themodal degradation in a real urban environment and drawa
comparison to recognized theoretical predictions of the link. Our findings indicate that adaptations to channel
models are required to simulate the effects of atmospheric turbulence placed on high-dimensional structured
modes that propagate over a long distance. Our study indicates that with mitigation of vortex splitting, potentially
through precorrection techniques, one could overcome the challenges in a real point-to-point free-space channel in
an urban environment.ht
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In recent years, the study of spatially structured optical field has led to
many impressive demonstrations in stimulated emission depletion
microscopy (1), optical trapping (2, 3), remote sensing (4), imaging
systems (5, 6), light detection and ranging (7), communication
systems (8, 9), and quantum information (10–12). As these technolo-
gies mature, an understanding of the hurdles facing deployment will
become fundamentally important. The propagation of spatially
structured optical fields in free space is regarded as a leading challenge
for many sensing and communication systems (13). A key issue in
extending the range of these systems is the modal degradation that
occurs during propagation through atmospheric turbulence. The time-
dependent and random variations in temperature and pressure of the
atmosphere result in a change in optical density of the atmosphere
(14). This results in a spatially dependent change of the refractive index,
leading to a phase distortion across a transmitted beam (15–17).Many
current models for free-space transmission of optical fields date back
to the work of David L. Fried, Andrey Kolmogorov, and their contem-
poraries in themid-20th century (18). Thesemodels have proved solid
for planar wavefronts, such as those used in astronomy (19). However,
as higher-dimensional modes potentially become a solution of choice
in optical systems, it is important to develop channel models that suit-
ably predict the effects of atmospheric turbulence on these spatially
structured optical fields.
A sector currently drivingmany of the developments in structured
photonics is the communication systems sector, where many forms of
spatial encoding have been demonstrated (8, 20–24). The appropriateway one segments the spatial degree of freedom is related to specifics
of the free-space system (13). Given the circular geometry of a com-
mon optical lens, the orthogonal mode set we choose to implement is
that described by the Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) field equations, which
are characterized by orthogonal eigenvalues ℓ and p, corresponding to
the azimuthal and radial components, respectively. LG modes have
received notoriety for the orbital angular momentum (OAM) that is
carried by their helical wavefronts (25). Beams with a transverse am-
plitude profile ofAðrÞexpðiℓfÞcarry an OAMofℓℏ per photon, with r
and f as the radial and angular coordinates, respectively (25). We
study the measured optical field degradation that is induced by the
temperature and pressure variations in the atmosphere as the light
propagates across the channel. Our study focuses on the preservation
of phase purity, which is vital for spatial multiplexing and any system
requiring full quantum-state tomography. Previous work on studying
this OAM cross-talk has been considered within the thin-phase regime,
where the longitudinally varying phase retardance arising from the local
changes in optical density can be approximated as a perturbing spatial
phase profile in a single plane. This phase profile can be readily emu-
lated through holographic techniques, or other benchtop apparatus, to
replicate the condition that light propagating over a link may experi-
ence (15–17). A concern not discussed in these atmospheric turbu-
lence studies is the structural stability of OAM modes with ℓ > 1
that are perturbed by a phase aberration. It has been previously docu-
mented that, in the presence of any weak noncylindrically symmetric
aberration, a high-order vortex of index ℓ will break up to give ℓ indi-
vidual vortices of index 1 upon propagation (26–29).
It has been shown that the thin-phase approximation is only valid
for short free-space link lengths and not suitable to study the degree of
channel degradation that would occur over longer or more turbulent
links (15, 16). For the implementation of last-mile free-space optical
links, it is important to understand the challenges that atmospheric
tip-tilt and higher-order turbulence effects place on the design of a
deployable system. A recent demonstration by Krenn et al. (30, 31)
has indicated that the spatial intensity modulation of a laser mode is1 of 7
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 preserved over long-distance propagation at distances of up to 143 km.
Inspired by the impressive resilience of the intensity structure, an im-
portant question is whether the phase profile of these modes is pre-
served over long-distance propagation. The preservation of the phase
structure is vital for space-division multiplexing (SDM) schemes and
systems that require a full-state measurement at the receiver, such as
quantum key distribution (QKD).
Here, we present a study of the degradation in channel fidelity that
occurs in nine particular OAM modes (ℓ ¼ 0; ±1; ±2; ±3, and ±4)
propagated over a 1.6-km free-space link above the city of Erlangen
in Germany (Fig. 1A) (32, 33). We report the effects resulting from
the atmospheric tip-tilt and higher-order aberrations, as wells as im-
pure modal generation, on the channel cross-talk. Our results indicate
that current atmospheric turbulencemodels do not adequately predict
the degradation expected by spatially structured optical fields, where it
is observed that vortices with ℓ > 1 split upon propagation over our
free-space channel. The observed vortex splitting resulted in a change
of the measured average OAM of the received beam. This indicates
that adaptive optical techniques will be required tomitigate the effects
of turbulence.
In our system, the aperture is approximately 50% of the beam diam-
eter for ℓ ¼ 4 (34). Given the restrictions on the systemaperture size, we
limited the experiment to considering the orthogonal azimuthal inte-
ger ℓ because orthogonal radial integers of P > 0 were not uniformly
collected efficiently by our aperture for all selected ℓ values. To max-
imize the collection efficiency, our link is designed to have a focal plane
800m from the transmitter. This link has a calculated Fresnel number of
F = 8.69 and a spatial resolution of approximately 5 mm, confirming
that our receiver telescope is not in the far field of the transmitter. WeLavery et al., Sci. Adv. 2017;3 : e1700552 25 October 2017further consider the propagation of superpositionmodes over the link,
allowing a direct comparison to the recent work by Krenn et al. (30),
which demonstrated the resilience of the spatial intensity structure
even over long-distance propagation. Our results independently con-
firm that the intensity structure is maintained similar to that of an im-
aging system; however, the phase information is considerably
distorted because of the optical aberrations induced by the atmospher-
ic turbulence. o
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ctober 27, 2017
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The tip-tilt aberration arising from atmospheric turbulence and
mechanical movement is one of the largest concerns within a free-
space optical system. This form of atmospheric aberration results in
a change of the beam propagation direction between a transmitter and
a receiver. One can characterize the degree of tip-tilt by measuring the
centroid location, which we will call the center of mass (CofM), of a
received Gaussian beam.Wemeasure the CofM over 20 s, sampling at
8-ms intervals. Under particular configuration and atmospherical
conditions, we observe an average radial variation of 18 mm from
the center (see Fig. 2A). This tip-tilt data can be used to predict the
expected OAM mode cross-talk one would expect to measure for a
particular input. A comparison between this expected cross-talk and
the experimentally measured cross-talk can give an indication of the
contribution of tip-tilt aberrations. It should be noted that no auto-
mated correction is used to reduce the effects of tip-tilt aberrations.
The measured frame-by-frame CofM data are used to generate sim-
ulated “misaligned” pure OAM states for each recorded frame. The
misaligned OAM state is predicted by altering the beam axis to the
CofM location, along with assuming that the phase variation across
the beam waist is angled at qy ¼ tan1 dyL and qx ¼ tan1 dxL for tip
and tilt, respectively, where L is the length of the free-space link. This
set of spectra is then summed and averaged to give an expectedmodal
cross-talk arising solely from tip-tilt aberrations. To compare the
modeled spectrum solely arising from tip-tilt aberrations with the ex-
perimentally measured OAM spectrum, both results are co-plotted in
Fig. 3B. It can be seen that the results do not match the investigated
scenario, which indicates the additional contribution from other
optical aberrations.
Tip-tilt aberrations are generally the most commonly considered
atmospheric turbulence effect; however, higher-order aberrations
can be present within long-distance free-space links. To analyze the
effects of higher-order optical aberrations in a free-space link, one
can adopt the Fried parameter r0, which is a measure of the transverse
distance scale over which the refractive index is correlated (14). To
characterize the effect of turbulence on the optical system, the D/r0
ratio is considered, where D is the aperture of the system. This ratio
sets two limiting cases. First, when D/r0 < 1, the resolution of the sys-
tem is limited by its aperture. Second, in the case of D/r0 > 1, the
atmosphere limits the system’s ability to resolve an object (14).
A common method to determine the Fried parameter, r0, is
through a seeing disc measurement. This is achieved through focusing
and characterization of the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of
the point spread function of an ℓ ¼ 0 mode intensity (that is, funda-
mental Gaussian mode) at the receiver. This characterization allows
determination of the degree of atmospheric turbulence that the propa-
gated beams experienced, where r0 ≈ lFWHM. In our experimental realiza-
tion, the typical strength of atmospheric turbulence is hereby determined
as D/r0 = 7.62 ± 1.04, where D is the aperture size of 150 mm.A
B
Fig. 1. Experimental setup. (A) Our 1.6-km free-space link is over the city of Erlangen
in Germany. The optical beam is transmitted over both buildings, roads, and
wooded areas as pictured. Image is courtesy of Google Map data 2016. (B) A
fiber-coupled optical linearly polarized source with a wavelength of 809 nm is col-
limated and illuminates a spatial light modulator (SLM). An ℓ-forked hologram is
displayed on the surface of the SLM. This diffractive hologram imparts the desired
azimuthally varying phase pattern onto the wavefront of the incident optical beam.
The beam is then magnified by a telescope (consisting of two lenses, L1 and L2) to
give amaximumdiameter of approximately 40mm. After propagation over the 1.6-km
free-space optical link, the light is collected by a receiver lens with a diameter of
150 mm and a focal length of 800 mm (L3). L4 is used to demagnify the beam to
approximately 10 mm in diameter, allowing the analysis of the received light. A
beam splitter is used to simultaneously image the received beams on a camera,
C1, and pass the light through an OAM mode sorter (MS) to measure the modal
content of the received light (C2).2 of 7
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 The OAM modal cross-talk can be calculated by considering
Kolmogorov statistical models of atmospheric turbulence (35). Consid-
ering a singleOAMmode,yℓ, transmitted through an ensemble average
of many turbulent phase screens, the power sD in a particular mode,
yℓþD, is given by
sD ¼ 1p ∫
1
0
2r
D
dr∫
2p
0 dq e
3:44 2rr0
 
sinq2ð Þ
h i5=3
cosDq
where D is an integer step in the mode index ℓ ¼ 1j j (16).
In our experiments, beams carrying OAM with ±1, ±2, ±3, and
±4 were individually generated and then propagated over the linkLavery et al., Sci. Adv. 2017;3 : e1700552 25 October 2017(Fig. 1B). At the receiver, the cross-talk between channels was mea-
sured. This measured channel cross-talk was compared with the theo-
retical OAM spectra that correspond to the measured atmospheric
turbulence strength across the link. The modeling was found to fit
with the results obtained for ℓ ¼ 0 (Fig. 3B) and ℓ ¼ ±1 (ℓ ¼ 1 is
shown in Fig. 3D). In the thin-phase turbulence model, one would
expect the measured modal spectrum to have a mean value approxi-
mately equal to the ℓ of the transmitted mode. These turbulence
models are commonly applied to astronomical systems where the
light is propagating through an atmospherically neutral transmission
path until it encounters atmospheric turbulence close to the receiver
aperture. This form of turbulence can be mitigated through single-plane
adaptive optical systems.
However, point-to-point transmission systems on earth are usually
not of this form. Here, bulk (thick) optical turbulence must be
considered. In transmission paths experiencing thick atmospheric tur-
bulence, one could represent the link as several turbulent phase
screens, each separated by some distance of propagation, whichwould
result in increased degradation of the optical wavefront (36). Previous
studies have indicated that one would expect the received OAM
spectrum to be centered at the transmittedmode order, similar to that
seen in thin atmospheric turbulence justwith a different spectral width
(36). However, our experimental results indicated that this does not
hold for ℓj j > 1, where the mean of the OAM spectrum was less than
the ℓ of the transmitted mode (Fig. 4, A to D).
Because higher-order OAM modes have a larger effective beam
waist compared to those with lower values of ℓ, less power is received
from the high-intensity annulus (Fig. 2) (37). Hence, the received field
of view encompasses more of the dark region in the center of theA E
B
C
D
F
G
H
Fig. 2. Images of the optical field at transmitter and receiver. (A toD) Imageof
the generated modes at the transmitter telescope. (E to H) Images of the received
beamwithℓ ¼ 1; 2; 3, and 4 captured by a camera, C1, in Fig. 1B, respectively. As the
ℓ of the transmitted mode increases, the beam diameter of the optical mode also
increases. As the receiver lens has a fixed diameter, this increase in beamwaist results
in power loss that increaseswith ℓ. Themeasured power loss is the difference between
the transmitted power, 0.75 mW, and the respective received power at the receiver
measured by C1. The power loss (and that expected from the theoretical divergence
of the beam) was measured to be 5.64 dB (0.043 dB), 10.29 dB (1.14 dB), 22.23 dB
(6.70 dB), and 37.3 dB (17.11 dB), respectively.A
B
C
D
Fig. 3. Tip-tilt and thin-phase turbulencemodel comparison. (A) CofM variation
from an on-axis position resulting from tip-tilt atmospheric turbulence measured
over 20 s. (B) To analyze the contribution of tip-tilt atmospheric turbulence, the
CofM tracking data were used to simulate the expected channel cross-talk arising
solely from this tip-tilt variation, which is overplotted with the experimental
measured OAM spectrum. It can be seen that these two data sets do not match,
indicating that turbulence beyond solely tip-tilt is affecting the optical beam as it
propagates over the link. (C and D) Averaged broadened OAM spectrum
measured for an ℓ ¼ 0 and ℓ ¼ 1 mode transmitted over the 1.6-km link, over-
plotted with the expected spectrum arising from thin-phase turbulence. Dashed
lines represent the error in the measurement of D/r0.3 of 7
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 spatial mode than of the high-intensity annulus. This decrease in re-
ceived power from the transmitted mode can potentially lead to other
modal components becoming more dominant in the received OAM
spectra, changing the average OAM received.
In the presence of mild turbulence or any weak noncylindrically
symmetric aberration, a high-order vortex of index ℓ will break up
to give ℓ individual vortices of index 1 upon propagation (Fig. 4)
(26–29). Hence, we simulate the expected result for cases were vortex
splitting occurs during the propagation of an optical mode over the
optical link. Using a plane-wave decomposition model, we only
considered diffraction effects and boundary conditions imposed on
light collected by a fixed-size receiver aperture. Because we wish to
only consider the contribution of vortex splitting, we do not imple-
ment any turbulence model within our numerical simulation. A vortex-
splitting ratio was defined as V ¼ DV<r>w0 , where DV<r> is the average
radial distance from the beam origin for the individual vortices and
w0 is the beam waist of the transmitted mode. The expected average
OAMwas determined for two cases: first, where no bounding aperture
is impeding the propagation beam, and second, where the 150-mm
aperture of our experimental system is imposed, as shown in Fig. 4,
E and F, respectively. In both cases, there is an expected change in av-
erage OAM; however, the effect is amplified in the presence of a
bounding aperture that is smaller than the annulus of the optical mode.
Therefore, our experimental results strongly indicate the presence
of vortex splitting. This splitting results in an offset in average OAM
measured after propagation over the link and corresponds to a re-
ceived ratio of approximately V = 0.18 for ℓ ¼ ±3 and V = 0.2 for ℓ ¼
±4. This result also indicates that higher-order modes are more
sensitive to the effects of weak noncylindrically symmetric aberra-
tion than lower-order modes. This vortex splitting could arise
from system back-reflections, static optical aberrations, or scattered
light in the preparation of the optical mode. In addition, atmospheric
turbulence near the transmitter that perturbs the mode under-Lavery et al., Sci. Adv. 2017;3 : e1700552 25 October 2017propagation could result in vortex splitting, hence changing the
measured average OAM.
From a system modeling that matches our experimental param-
eters, for an ℓ ¼ 4 mode to be received with a mode purity of
>99% (similar to that required for some simple modulation
scheme, such as quadrature phase-shift keying), we will require a
vortex-splitting ratio at the transmitter with V < 0.03. This places
stringent requirements on the modes one uses and the aperture
size chosen, when one designs a system for deployment over a long-
distance link.
Superposition of OAM modes
Experimental demonstrations of the resilience of intensity patterns
arising from the superposition of two equal and opposite OAM
modes have been shown over 3 and 160 km, respectively (26, 27).
The superposition imprints a distinctive pattern of 2ℓ petals
arranged around the annulus of the mode (38–40). These modes
have a binary phase profile, azimuthally stepping between 0 and
p. Similar to an imaging system, the intensity has been shown to
be maintained at the receiver. To make a direct comparison of
our link to the result previously shown by Krenn et al. (30), super-
positions of ℓ ¼ ±1;±2;±3, and ± 4 are generated and the intensity
profile is imaged at the receiver (Fig. 5, A to D). As expected, the
intensity profile is recognizable as a set of 2ℓ petals. When imaged
through the receiver aperture, depicted as an orange circle in Fig. 5,
the modes have considerable amounts of aberration in the high-
intensity regions, indicating higher-order atmospheric turbulence
effects. Although the intensity profile seems to maintain its structure,
the phase has experienced aberration due to propagation through the
turbulent link. These aberrations will result in considerable cross-talk
when one wishes to implement a system that requires phase-sensitive
measurements, such as spatial demodulation techniques and QKD
systems.A
C
B
D
E
F
Fig. 4. Observation of change in average OAM value. (A to D) Mean OAM value for the measured OAM spectrum for each recorded frame over 70 s, with a frame
rate of 120 frames/s. It is observed that the average value of OAM measured, marked as a black dashed line, at the receiver does not match the transmitted mode.
(E and F) Simulation of the measured average value of OAM as a function of vortex-splitting ratio for the cases where the transmitter is restricting the collection of the
optical field and for the case where the beam is completely collected by a 1-m receiver aperture.4 of 7
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 Mitigation of turbulence
Because our results indicate that although the modal superpositions
maintain their spatial intensity structure, their spatial phase profile
is subject to significant aberrations during propagation through the
atmosphere. For one to use these spatial modes for information trans-
fer, mitigation techniques will be needed. From theory, we find that,
for ℓ ¼ 0 and ℓ ¼ ±1, the data closely agree with those expected from
the thin-phase turbulence model, and therefore, one could potentially
implement a traditional adaptive optical system comprising phase cor-
rection applied to a single plane. However, the situation for ℓj j > 1
may require a more complex form of mitigation that deals with the
vortex splitting that arises from the turbulence. It is important to de-
termine whether the source of vortex splitting is entirely from fixed
system aberrations or whether the continually varying atmospheric
turbulence is contributing to the measured 6% error. To determineLavery et al., Sci. Adv. 2017;3 : e1700552 25 October 2017whether there is a change in the modal purity on the time scale of
the turbulent atmosphere, a weighted superposition of 70% ℓ ¼ 2
and 30% ℓ ¼ 0 was propagated over the link. This superposition
results in spatially separated vortex poles that can be tracked in time
(Fig. 6, A toD). For static aberrations in the optical system, the relative
position of the two separated vortices would remain constant. It
should be noted that global movement of the pair is expected because
the beam is known to experience tip-tilt aberrations. However, it is
observed that there are relative shifts in both vortex locations and rel-
ative angular position varying faster than 0.08 s, indicating that the
varying atmosphere is contributing to the degradation in modal purity.
Although it appearsmore challenging, we feel that further experimental
investigation of appropriate mitigation techniques could potentially
overcome the observed modal degradation.DISCUSSION
Here, we set out tomeasure the effects on both the phase and intensity
of OAMmodes over a real link in an urban environment to assess the
viability of OAM for use in SDM and for quantum information trans-
fer. Our free-space link was 1.6 km in length, where our optical
channel passed over fields and streets and close to high-rise buildings.A E
B
C
D
F
G
H
Fig. 5. Superpositions of OAM. Superpositions have previously been shown to
propagate over long turbulent optical paths, without drastic degradation of their
intensity profile. (A to D) To assess this situation in our 1.6-km link, superpositions
of ℓ ¼ ±1;±2;±3, and ±4 were generated and propagated over the optical link. The
superposition states were projected on a large white screen, and the scattered light
was imaged by a camera. (E to H) The same modes were collected by the 150-mm
receiver aperture; however, the structure is truncated due to the restricted aperture
size, as indicated by the dashed circles overlaid on each image.Rotation Rotation
Rotation Rotation
A B
C D
44.5 51.6
46.951.2
Fig. 6. Change in vortex-splitting ratio. Modal purity is an important considera-
tion for the long-distance transmission of spatial modes for use in communications.
To enhance our determination of a change in purity, an ℓ = 0 component, with a 30%
weighting, was added to an ℓ = 2 mode. This yields a vortex-splitting ratio of V = 0.4.
By saturating the CCD, we can locate the intensity nulls that indicate the position of
the vortices in the beam. (A to D) Four samples are shown, where each recorded
incidence is respectively separated in time by 0.08 s. Overlaid is a fixed-size bar, indicat-
ing the expected vortex separation froma system simulation. It canbe seen from frame
to frame that there is a small but noticeable change in the separation and relative
position of the vortex locations. This change in relative position and separation indi-
cates that dynamic variations in the free-space channel are causing a variation in the
vortex splitting observed.5 of 7
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structure, confirming the results presented by Krenn et al. (30). How-
ever, for many applications, phase retrieval, such as high-bandwidth
SDM and quantum information transfer using the full optical
topology of a lasermode, is required. Using passiveOAMmode-sorting
optics, simultaneous measurement of the channel cross-talk over
many modes was recorded. The phase aberrations arising from the
turbulent atmosphere resulted in considerable cross-talk, resulting
in a broadOAMspectrum.When compared to the cross-talk expected
from thin-phase turbulence models, we find that, for low-order OAM
modes, the measured cross-talk fits closely to theory. For higher-order
modes, this was not the case, where the expectation value did not cor-
respond to the sent OAM mode. By considering the change in beam
size from the transmitter to the receiver after 1.6 km of propagation,
these results are expected in the case where the vortex splitting occurs
before collection at the receiver. Our results indicate that with careful
modal generation, where vortex-splitting ratio isV < 0.03, and inclusion
of single-plane atmospheric turbulence mitigation techniques, we ex-
pect that a link deployed in an urban environment could be functional
for both communication and remote sensing systems. o
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Experimental setup
The OAMmode transmitter comprises a diode laser source expanded
to illuminating an SLM, which is encoded with an ℓ-forked hologram
to generate the required, in our case linearly polarized, OAM mode
(Fig. 1). These modes are then further expanded using a telescope to
have an approximate beam size of 40 mm. This beam is propagated
over the 1.6-km-long free-space link (Fig. 1). Themodal receiver com-
prises a collection lens with an aperture of 150 mm diameter and a
focal length of 800 mm. A power loss was measured at the receiver
aperture of approximately 5.64 dB of the incoming light with ℓ ¼ 1.
A second lens is included in the telescope to demagnify the collected
light beam to have a diameter of approximately 10 mm. To detect the
OAM content and, hence, also the cross-talk between OAM channels,
a device known as a mode sorter is placed at the output of the de-
magnification telescope. Themode sorter uses two refractive elements,
which transform OAM states into transverse momentum states (that
is, tilted plane waves) (41, 42). These elements transform a beamof the
form expðiℓfÞ to expðiℓaxÞ, where a is a scaling parameter. A lens is
used to focus these transformed states to discrete spots at a charge-
coupled device (CCD) camera placed in its focal plane. Adjacent
equally sized regions are defined within the measured CCD image,
with each region corresponding to a specific OAM mode. The sum
of the measured pixel values in each of these regions is proportional
to the power of the beam in each OAM mode (42).
Numerical modeling of predicted cross-talk arising from
tip-tilt aberrations
Pure OAM states are only single-mode states with respect to one spe-
cific axis. This axis is the z axis of the cylindrical polar coordinate system
inwhich the complex amplitude cross section in a transverse plane (z=
constant) of a pure mode with a specific ℓ value can be written in the
form expðiℓqÞ. We call this axis the beam axis. When described with
respect to a different axis, that is, the measurement axis, a single OAM
state becomes a superposition of a number of states (43, 44). As the LG
modes form an orthonormal basis, any beam cross section y(x, y) can
bewritten, using the bra-ket notation [Yℓ;pðx; yÞ ¼ jℓp〉, |y〉 =y(x, y)],Lavery et al., Sci. Adv. 2017;3 : e1700552 25 October 2017whereYℓ;p is the complex amplitude of an LGmode whose beam axis
coincides with the measurement axis, in the form
jy〉 ¼ ∑
∞
ℓ¼∞
∑
∞
p¼0
ℓp〉〈ℓp y〉jj
The power in the component ℓp〉j is then given by the modulus
squared of the coefficient for that component, namely
Pℓ;p ¼ j〈ℓp y〉j j2
The power in all components with the same value of ℓ is given by
Pℓ ¼ ∑
∞
P¼0
Pℓ;p ¼ ∑
∞
P¼0
j〈ℓpjy〉j2
The set of these powers Pℓ is theOAMspectrumwe expect tomeasure.
Our misaligned pure OAM states are also LG modes. The mis-
alignment of the beam axis with respect to the measurement axis is
described by the parameters Dx, Dy, tilt (a), and tip (b). The complex
amplitude of this misaligned LG beam is
yðx; yÞ ¼ Yℓ;pðx  Dx; y  DyÞexp i 2pl ðxsinaþ ysinbÞ
 
where k = 2p/l, and l is the chosen wavelength (43).REFERENCES AND NOTES
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